
3/3 Dunes Court, Yamba, NSW 2464
Sold Townhouse
Sunday, 25 February 2024

3/3 Dunes Court, Yamba, NSW 2464

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Area: 181 m2 Type: Townhouse
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Contact agent

The Dune Residences and the Dunes Estate will be a haven for every chapter of life that will evolve with you as time

passes. Perfectly positioned beside Pippi Beach in Yamba with cafes, restaurants and bars a stroll away, every day will be

marked by a familiar smile, a friendly wave or a spontaneous catch up.Introducing Dune Residence 3, meticulously

fashioned for your living aspirations. The allure of the Dune Residences lies within its intricate nuances. Crafted with

precision by O'Keeffe Constructions, integrating coastal-themed superior materials, this home is the embodiment of

unmatched excellence. Every design element and stroke of craftsmanship converge to present a living experience that

many can only yearn for.This 3 bedroom expansive boutique townhouse will be unveiled mid December 2023. Adorned

with private lush north facing courtyard and exquisitely tiled plunge pool, panoramic windows, and generous terraces. The

interior harmonises warm wood elements and polished concrete, accentuated by soft white undertones and subtle colour

palettes, all complemented by chic fixtures and luxurious stone touches. The Dune residences invite you to dive deep into

the Yamba way of life.Epitomizing a laid-back coastal opulence that mirrors its coveted seaside locale, these

contemporary boutique homes are Yamba's finest invitation for you to settle in.Yamba stands as your idyllic coastal haven

at the entrance of the Clarence River on the Far North Coast of NSW. Its beaches and expansive river system exude

serenity, blessed with exhilarating surf spots and marine havens teeming with marine wonders, all framed by expansive

national parks and pristine wilderness. Embracing a quaint village aura, complete with gourmet dining options and

boutique retail shopping, Yamba is a treasure waiting to be explored.Dune Residence 3 is ready to be called home or your

holiday home this Summer, we encourage you to inquire and inspect today. Don't miss this exclusive opportunity!*Agents

Interest


